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CHAPTER R 

Thee maximum queue length 

Inn this chapter we study the maximum queue length M in a busy cy-

clee in the M/G/l queue. We show that the tail of M decreases expo-

nentiallyy fast when the service-time distribution has a log-convex den-

sity.. For such (heavy-tailed) service-time distributions, the Foreground-

Backgroundd (FB) service discipline is optimal. From the behaviour of 

MM we obtain asymptotics for the maximum queue length M{t) over the 

intervall  (0,£). This chapter consists of the paper [42] plus some exten-

sions. . 

3.11 Introduction 

Inn a stochastic process often the extreme values rather than the usual values are of 

greatt interest. Large values of the queue length may ask for extraordinary measures 

suchh as the allocation of auxiliary storage space. In finite waiting room systems 

aa natural question is: what is the probability that the queue length will exceed a 

specificc buffer size in a certain time period? Unlike the workload process, which is 
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288 Chapter 3 The maximum queue length 

equall  for all work-conserving disciplines, the queue length process is determined by 

thee service discipline. 

Inn this chapter we study the maximum queue length M. i.e. the maximum number 

off  of customers simultaneously present in the system, in a busy period. The busy 

periodd maximum was studied by Cohen [14]. who gave an integral representation of 

thee distribution of M in the M/G/ l FIFO queue. For the M/M/ l queue with load 

pp < 1. relation (2.50) in Cohen [14] yields a simple expression for the exceedance 

probabilities: : 

P(MP(M > n) = pn(l - p)/(l - p n + l ) . (3.1) 

Theree is a growing interest in models with heavy-tailed service times, since statistical 

data,, analysis has provided convincing evidence of heavy-tailed traffic characteristics 

inn high-speed communication networks. For heavy-tailed service times, the perfor-

mancee of the FIFO discipline decreases which makes it natural to consider non-FIFO 

servicee disciplines. 

Inn this chapter the service times have a log-convex density ƒ, i.e. log ƒ is convex. 

Bothh heavy-tailed distributions and light-tailed distributions may occur. Righter [50] 

hass shown that for queues with log-convex densities the Foreground-Background 

(FB)) service discipline minimises the queue length, see Theorem 3.2 below. 

Ourr main result is that in the M/G/l queue with a log-convex density operating 

underr the FB service discipline the tail of the maximum nueue length Al in a bus11' 

periodd is bounded by an exponential: 

P(MP(M > n) < pr\ (3.2) 

wheree p is the load of the system. 

Interestingly,, the upper bound docs not depend on the precise form of the distri-

bution.. Note furthermore that the RHS of (3.2) is similar to the precise value of the 

exceedancee probabilities P(M > n) for exponential service times, which are given 

byy (3.1). 

Byy the regenerative structure of the queue length process, the maximum queue 

lengthh over a busy period is related to the maximum queue length over the time 

intervall  [O.t]  for t —>  oc, see the survey article Asmussen [3]. Using the upper 

boundd (3.2) we show that in case of service times with heavy-tailed log-convex 

densities,, the time to overflow of a buffer is of another order in the FB queue than in 

thee FIFO queue. This illustrates the concept that using the FB discipline instead of 

FIFOO may increase the performance of the queue considerably in case of heavy tails. 

Thee class of log-convex densities contains both heavy-tailed distributions like 

Paretoo distributions (with density f(x) = (1 + x)~a for a > 1) and Weibull distri-
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butionss with tail 1 - F(x) = exp(-2' )̂ for $ e (0.1) and light-tailed distributions 

likee the gamma distribution with density f(x) = c(a. j3)xJ exp(-ax) for }3 > 0, 

a.a. c(a. d) > 0. Equivalently. distributions with a log-convex density may be char-

acterisedd by a decreasing likelihood ratio and have been called DLR distributions 

inn the literature, see also the previous chapter. Borst et al [10] and Zwart and 

Boxmaa [70] discuss service disciplines in the case of heavy-tailed service times. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 we establish the notation 

andd prove the basic proposition. The inequality (3.2) is proved in Section 3.3 and a 

sharperr bound depending on the Laplace transform of the service-time distribution 

iss established. In Section 3.4 we use (3.2) to obtain asymptotics for the maximum 

queuee length M(t) over the interval [0. t]  for t — cc and apply these to study the 

overfloww time of the buffer in a stable queue. In Section 3.5 we describe a coupling 

thatt allows us to apply the results of Section 3.4 to the time to overflow in an 

unstablee queue. 

3.22 Preliminaries 

Inn this section we establish a relation between the maximum queue length in the 

M/G/ ll  FB queue and in a related queue. This relation is the basis of the theorems 

inn the next section. 

Considerr an M/G/l FB queue with Poisson arrival rate A and i.i.d. service times 

Bi.BBi.B22 with distribution function F. Let B denote a generic service time and 

lett the load p — XEB satisfy p < 1. Assume the queue is empty at time 0 and let 

MM be the maximum queue length in the first busy period after time 0. In order 

too determine an upper bound for the tail probabilities P(M > n), we compare the 

M/G/ ll  FB queue with a queue with the same arrivals and service times, but with 

ann alternative service discipline. FB* say, defined as follows: 

 the first customer in the busy period has the lowest priority, and is only served 

whenn there are no other customers present in the queue 

 the other customers are served according to the FB discipline. 

Lett M* denote the maximum queue length in a busy period in the M/G/l FB* 

queue.. The basic idea of this chapter is contained in the following proposition that 

relatess the systems FB and FB*. 
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Proposit ionn 3.1 For the discipline FB*  above 

P(M*P(M* > n) = 1 - EerXP(M>n-^B. 

Prooff  By definition of the discipline FB*. the busy period consists of two (disjoint) 

typess of periods: periods in which only the customer that started the busy period 

iss served and periods during which only other customers are served. The latter we 

calll  sub-busy periods. Let the random variable K denote the number of sub-busy 

periodss in the busy period. The sub-busy periods are distributed as M/G/l FB busy 

periodss with one additional customer that is not served. Let the maximum queue 

lengthss in the sub-busy periods be My + \.M2 + l MK + 1. By the forgetfulness 

property1,, these maximum queue lengths are i.i.d. and have the same distribution 
ass M + 1. 

Conditionall  on the first service time By = x. the number of sub-busy periods K is 

aa Poisson distributed random variable with parameter Xx. Indeed. K is the number 

off  times the service of the first customer is interrupted. Again by the forgetfulness 

propertyy of the arrival process, the times between two interruptions are independent 

andd exp(A) distributed. 

11 My + 1 1 M-2 + 1 1 
II  1 1 1 1 \ 

exp(A)) exp(A) 

Figuree 2 A realisation of the busy period in the M/G/l FB*  queue with K = 2. 

Givenn that K = k and By — x the maximum queue length M* is the maximum of 
thee k independent variables M\ + 1 Mk + 1 and hence 

P{M*P{M*  < n | A' = k. B, = x) = (P(M < n))k. 

independentlyy of x. Since K is Poisson distributed for given x we find 

P(M*P(M* < n.K = k\B1= x) = (P(M <  n))
k^-f-

Xx. 

Summingg over k yields a simple expression 

P{M*P{M*  < n | By = x) = ] T (P(M <  n))
k^^e~Xx =  e-**rW>n-i) 

k=0 k=0 

' I nn the literature this property is commonly referred to as the "memoryless property'. However, 

sincee the property itself is not memoryless. the correct nomenclature would be 'memorylessness 

property'.. In this thesis we prefer to use the term 'forgetfulness' instead. 
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and d 

P{M*P{M*  < n) = [X e-x^M>n-^dF(x) = £e-^(A'>n-i)B. 
Jo Jo 

Thee result now follows.

3.33 Theorems 

Inn this section we derive exponential upper bounds for the tails of the maximum 

queuee length M by combining Proposition 3.1 with Theorem 3.2 below. 

Thee following theorem is Theorem 13.D.8 of Righter [50] adapted to the present 

setting.. It states that for service-time distributions with a log-convex density, the 

FBB discipline is optimal for minimising the queue length in a strong sense. 

Ass usual, we restrict attention to service disciplines that cannot look into the 

future. . 

Theoremm 3.2 (Righter) Let IT be any service discipline and let Nps{t) and Nn(t) 

denotedenote the queue lengths at time t in G/G/l queues with disciplines FB and TV, 

respectively,respectively, under the same interarrival and service-time distribution. If the service-

timetime distribution has a log-convex density, then there exist processes {NfB(t),t > 0} 

andand {N^i^J > 0}  such that {NfB{t),t > 0}  = {NFB{t),t > 0} . {Nn{t),t > 0}  = 

{N„(t),t{N„(t),t  > 0}  and 

P{NfP{NfBB{t)<N{t)<N nn{t),t>0){t),t>0)  = l. 

Onn applying Theorem 3.2 to Proposition 3.1 it is seen that P(M > n) < P(M* > n). 

Soo we find 

Theoremm 3.3 Let M be the maximum queue length in the busy period in the M/G/l 

FBB queue. If the service-time distribution has a log-convex density, then the ex-

ceedanceceedance probabilities rn := P(M > n) satisfy 

rr nn+i+i  < 1 -Ee~XrnB. ra = 0.1.2 (3.3) 

Thiss theorem implies the following upper bound for the tail probabilities rn. 

Theoremm 3.4 Let M denote the maximum queue length in the busy period in the 

M/G/lM/G/l FB queue with workload p — XEB < 1. If the service times have a log-convex 

density,density, then rn = P(M > n) satisfies 

rr nn < pn. n = 0.1 (3.4) 
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InIn fact. r() = 1. n = 1 - Ee XB and 

rr nn<pr<pr nn-i.-i. n>\. (3.5) 

P r o off  Since 1 — x < exp(~x) for .r > 0. we have by Theorem 3.3 

11 - Eexp{-XrnB) < 1 - E {I  - XrnB) = rn\EB = r„p.  (3.G) 

Thiss is (3.5). which implies (3.4) by induction since r^ — 1. The probability /'i may 

bee computed exactly. The first interarrival t ime U is exp(A) distr ibuted and since 

UU and B\ are independent. 

nn = P{M > 2) = P( i?i > [/) = \-P(U > B}) = 1 - f (-XxdF{.r) = l-Ee~XB. 

Thiss proves the theorem.

Thee approximation 1 — Eexp( — XBx) m px in the proof of Theorem 3.4 is quite 

goodd for x close to zero, since p is the slope of ó(x) = 1 — E vxp(-XBx) in x = 0. 

Thee following corollary to Theorem 3.3 gives even sharper upper bounds for the 

exceedencee probabil i t ies P(M > ??). 

Coro l la r yy 3.5 Let QQ — 1 and .>(;/. qn+\  = 1 —  for n > 1. T/iew 

P(MP(M > n) < qn < (1 - J E : C -A J B } / / ' - 1 . » > 1. 

P r o off  By Theorem 3.3, induction and the fact that 1 — Eexp(-XBx) is increasing 

inn x. we have for /? > 0 

P{MP{M > n) < 1 - Ecxp(-XP{M > n - l)B) < 1 - Eexp{-\qn-iB) = qn. 

Byy an argument similar to (3.6), and induction, we have 

qqn+n+ii  <PQn <pnQi =(l-Ee-XD)pn. 

Thiss concludes the proof. D 

E x a m p l ee Numerical calculations show that the bounds qn in Corollary 3.5 may 

bee significantly better than the bounds in Theorem 3.4. For service times with 

thee Pareto density 3(1 + x)~4 and arrival rate A = 1.8. the load is p — Ü.9 and 

(l-Eexp(-XB))p"/q(l-Eexp(-XB))p"/qimim^7So. ^7So. 
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Iff  the service times in one queue are stochastically smaller than those in another 

queuee with the same arrival rate and service discipline, the maximum queue length 

inn the first queue is stochastically smaller than that in the second queue. Hence 

thee upper bounds in this section also hold for service times that are stochastically 

smallerr than a service time with a log-convex density. The next corollary states this 

ideaa for the Pareto distribution. 

Corollar yy 3.6 Consider an M/G/l FB queue with arrival rate A and generic service 

timetime D. Let M denote the maximum queue length in a busy period. Let a > 2 and 

c>c> 0. If 

P(BP(B > x) < —. x > 0. 
vv ; _ (l + cx)a 

thenthen P(M >n)<0n for all n > 0, where 6 = \/{(a - I)(a - 2)c2). 

3.44 Asymptotics for the maximum queue length 

overr an interval 

Inn this section we present asymptotics for A/(f) , the maximum queue length in the 

intervall  (0,£), for t —> oc. These are applied to calculate the time to overflow in a 

finite-bufferr system. 

AA stochastic process X(t) is called a regenerative process if there exists a (possi-

blyy delayed) renewal process with epochs 0 < To < 7\ <  such that the cycles 

{X(t{X(t + Ti-^jo^t^T.-T,-! 

aree i.i.d. for i = 1.2 

Considerr an M/G/ l FB queue with arrival rate A. i.i.d. service times with log-

convexx density ƒ, generic service time B and workload p < 1. The initial state is 

arbitrary.. Since the interarrival times are memoryless, the queue length process is 

aa regenerative process, where a cycle consists of an idle and a busy period. The 

expectedd cycle length u is given by JJL = A^1 +EB/(1 - p) — X~l(l— p)~x. Let M{t) 

denotee the maximum queue length over the time interval [0, £]. Proposition VI.4.7 

inn Asmussen [4] then yields that for t —> oo 

supp \P{M(t) <x)- P(M < xf^\ -+ 0. (3.7) 
X X 
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Examplee (Buffer  overflow) We are interested in the time to overflow of a buffer 

off  size d > 1. Let T(i = mï{t : M(t) > d} be the time to overflow. Since the equality 

{M{t)>d}{M{t)>d}  = {Td<t}  holds for all t. we have 

tt(Lp(Lp := infj r : P(M(t) > d) > p] = inf{ f : P(Td < t) > p}. 

Hencee td.p is the pth quantile for the time to overflow. Since td.p —> oc as d —> oc. 

wee have by (3.7) that 

P(M(td.P(M(td.PP)) < d) = P(M < d) ' " - / ' l ( l + o(l)) 

ass d —> oc. Theorem 3.4 then yields 

//lpg(ll  -])) plog(l-p) 

''LpLp~~ logP(M <d) ~ l o g ( l - ^ ) ' ( d-8) 

where11 the asymptotic equality holds as d —  ̂ oc. The RHS of (3.8) may be sharpened 

byy using qn instead of pn. where qn is defined in Corollary 3.5. 

Wee compare the time to overflow in the FB and the FIFO queue. Set p — \. Then 

td.ptd.p iK the median of the time to overflow. Suppose the service times have a Pareto 

distributionn with distribution function 1 - (x + I)'3 and the arrival rate A is 1.8. 

soo that the load of this queue is p = 0.9. Time is measured in milliseconds. Let 

thee buffer size d be 1000. Using the asymptotic inequality (3.8). we find for the FB 

disciplinee a value of trf,P larger than 1046. This is approximately 103° years. 

Noww consider the same queue with the FIFO discipline. Occasionally customers 

withh very large service times arrive. Such customers may cause a buffer overflow. 

Forr large values of d. the probability that a customer wTith service time at least 

dj\dj\ + 3(7. with a = y/d/X. wil l cause a buffer overflow is larger than 0.99. The 

probabilityy that such a customer arrives during the interval [0. t]  is 

p(t)p(t) = 1 - exp(-Af(l - F(d/\ + 3y/d/X))). 

Solvingg p(ti) = 1/2 we find ti < 10s. approximately one day. 

Forr the M/G/ l FB queue with load p — 0.9 and Weibull service-time distribution 

F(x)F(x) = 1 — exp(— x13). the value of t0 is larger than 1048 for 3 = 1/4 and larger than 

10466 for 3 = 1/2. For the FIFO queue with the same service-time distribution and 

load,, rj is smaller than 103 for '3 — 1/4 and approximately 1020 for 3 = 1/2. 

3.55 Buffer overflow in unstable queues 

Inn this section we apply the results of section 4 to study the time to overflow of the 

bufferr in unstable queues. 
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Whenn the condition p < 1 is violated, the workload asymptotically grows with 

ratee p — 1. Balkema and Verwijmeren [6] showed that in the overloaded M /G/ l 

queuee under the FIFO discipline the queue length asymptotically grows linearly with 

ratee A if EB = oc, where A is the arrival intensity. The queue length in the FB 

queuee grows linearly as well, but with a smaller rate. By the priority rule of the 

FBB discipline, customers with service time less than the critical value c*, where 

c*c*  — inf{ c : XE(B Ac) > 1}, wil l a.s. leave the queue, since they are not hindered 

byy customers with long service times. Customers with service time larger than c* 

havee a positive probability of being stuck in the queue forever, see also Section A.l 

inn the appendix. Here we are interested in the time to overflow of a buffer of size d 

inn an overloaded queue. 

Considerr a queue with heavy-tailed service times and a small arrival rate. Assume 

thatt p > 1. This happens because of the mass in the far right tail of the service-time 

distribution.. By modifying the right tail, we shall obtain an alternative service-time 

distributionn that does satisfy the stability condition p < 1. In fact, we make sure 

thatt p < 1, so that Theorem 3.4 may be used. The maximum queue length in the 

alternativee queue is comparable to that in the original queue for very long periods of 

timee if the arrival process is light. We shall construct the alternative service times 

inn a way such that they have a log-convex density. Then Theorem 3.4 and (3.7) are 

appliedd to bound the tail of the maximum queue size. 

Forr the comparison between the two queues we use a coupling argument described 

inn Subsection 3.5.1 below. Subsection 3.5.2 illustrates these ideas with an example. 

Extremee value behaviour of M in the M/G/ l FIFO queue was found by Cohen [14] 

underr the assumption of the existence of an exponential moment. Heavy-traffic limits 

inn this case were considered by Iglehart [27]. Serfozo [59] studied the behaviour of 

M(t)M(t) both in stable and unstable G/G/l FIFO queues. 

3.5.11 The coupling argument 

Theoremm 3.7 Let M ^ i ) and Mc{t) be the maximum queue lengths over the inter-

valval [0, t]  in two M/G/l FB queues with service-time distribution functions F and G, 

andand the same arrival rate A. Assume F A p — G A p for some p E {0.1). Then 

MMFF(t)<(t)< 8t8tMMGG(t)+K(t)+K pp{t), {t), 

wherewhere Kp(t) is a Poisson process with rate A{1 — p). 

Prooff  Let Np(s) and NQ(S) be the queue lengths at time s. Below we prove that 

{N{NFF{s),s{s),s > 0}  <st {NG{s) + Kp(s).s> 0} . (3.9) ) 
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Usingg the fact that Kp(t) is non-decreasing, the theorem then follows from 

MMFF{t){t)  = max{A>(é-)}  <8t max{Ar
G(,s) + A'p(.s)}  < MG{t) + Kp{t). 

s<ts<t s<t 

Thee coupling is standard: let U1.U2.. . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables 

distributedd uniformly on [0.1]. Define the sequences  B2.... and B{.  by 

settingg Bk = F-l(Uk) and B*k = G~l(Uk) for A: = 1.2 where F " 1 and G~x are 

definedd as usual. Then Bk and Bk have distribution functions F and G respectively, 

forr all k. and 

BBhhApAp = B*kAp. A-= 1.2 

Noww let Q and Q* be the M/G/ l FB queues with the same arrival process with rate 

AA and service times introduced above. Let N(s) and A"*(.s) be the queue lengths at 

timee s and let, Np(s) and N*(s) be the part of the queue lengths formed by customers 

youngerr than F~1(p). By the coupling of the service times and the fact that the FB 

disciplinee favours customers younger than F~l (p) over customers older than F~l(p). 

wee have Np(s) = N*(.s) for all s > 0. Let A'p(.s) be the Poisson arrival process of 

customerss with service time larger than F'x(p). Then N(s) < Np(s) + Kp(s) and 

N*(s)N*(s) <N*(s). Hence 

{N{NFF{s).s>{s).s> 0}  = {A r(.s),.s > 0}  < {N*(s)+Kp(s),s > 0}  = {NG{s)+Kp{s).s > 0} . 

Wee conclude tlie proof by observing that the rate of Kp(s) is A(l — p). D 

Notee that the random variables AIc(t) and A'p(/) in Theorem 3.7 are dependent. 

3.5.22 Example 

Inn this subsection we compute an upper bound for the time to overflow of an M/G/l 

FBB queue with Pareto service density f(x) = l/(,r + l ) 2. so that p = oc. For a > 1 

define e 

*.(*)*.(*) = ( ^  * -

Thenn /(.r) = ga{x) f° r x £ a a i l ( l it may be shown that ga is a probability density 

thatt is continuous and log-convex. Let M{t) and Ma(t) denote the maximum queue 

lengthss over the interval [0.t]  of two M/G/ l FB queues with service-time densities 

ƒƒ and ga respectively, and with the same arrival rate A. Setting p — 1 — (a + 1)_ 1, 

wee have by Theorem 3.7 

M(t)<„M(t)<„ tt Ma(t) + Ka(t). (3.10) ) 
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wheree Ka(t) is a Poisson process with rate A/(l + a). Hence for any x'i. X2 > 0 such 

thatt x\ + x>2 — x we have 

P(M(t)P(M(t) > x) < P{Ma(t) > x,) + P{Ka(t) > x2). (3.11) 

Settingg a = 1040 and A = 0.01, we find for the load of queue with density ga that 

pp = XEB - A(log(a + 1) 4- 1) = O.9.... Since for this queue p < 1 and ga is 

log-convex,, we may apply (3.7) and (3.8) to Ma(t). For a buffer of size d = 1000 

andd p = 0.01 we find that fd-i,P = 3  1042(1 + s), where the error e = e(d,p) is 

determinedd by the asymptotic inequality in (3.8). Setting x\ = d - 1 and x2 = I in 

(3.11)) then yields that the probability of a buffer overflow in [QJ] with t = 1040 is 

smallerr than 0.02. 

Wee conclude that for unstable M/G/l FB queues the time to overflow may be 

extremelyy large, provided that the arrival rate is low. 

3.66 Discrete time 

Inn this section we prove the analogue of Theorem 3.3 for the discrete time queue. 

Inn the discrete time queue customers arrive at integer times. The service-time dis-

tributionn takes values in the positive integers and the interarrival times An are 

geometricallyy distributed with parameter 0 < A < 1, i.e. P(An = k) — A '_ 1(1 — A). 

Wee say that the busy period ends when in the time slot [n,n+ 1) say there is only 

onee customer in the system and his service is finished at time n + 1. For example, 

iff  at time 0 a customer with service time 1 arrives to an empty queue, then the first 

busyy period has length 1. So idle periods of zero length are possible. Let FB* as 

abovee be the discipline that mimics FB apart from the first customer, which has 

strictlyy the lowest priority. The distributions of the maximum queue lengths M and 

M*M*  in the busy period under FB and FB* then satisfy the following proposition. 

Propositionn 3.8 Let M denote the maximum queue length in a busy period in a 

discretediscrete time queue with geometrically distributed interarrival times with parameter 

A.. Let rn = P{M > n). Then 

\(\( 1 -A \B-l-\ 
P(M*<m)P(M*<m) = E (- r ^ — . T7i = 0.1.2 

vv ~ ' IA l - A + Arm_i/ J 
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Prooff  Let A' be as in Proposition 3.1. the continuous time case. By the same 

methodd as in Proposition 3.1. we find for m — 1.2.... 

P(M*P(M* < rn) = Y^ F ( ö i = n)P[max Mr <m-l\Bl = n) 
nn = l ' _ 

== ^ P{B = n)^P{K = k | Bx = n)P(M < m - if. (3.12) 

Conditionall  on Bi — n the random variable K has a negative binomial distribution 

withh parameters 0 < A < 1 and n — 1. Hence 

P(KP(K = k\B1 = n) = ("~l^k~ l\\k(l - A)"" 1 

and d 

( 1 - A ) " - 1 1 

^^ P(K = k | Bx = n)P(M < m - l)k = — 
A-=00 ' 

Fromm (3.12) it follows that 

A,=00 v- A P (M < m - l ) ) ' 

P(M*P(M* <m) = ^P{B1 = H ) ( 1 - A ) n _ 1 ( l - AP(A7 < m - 1)) (" X) 

733 = 1 

AA + XP(M > m ^ lA ll  - A + APfM > m - l ) i J' 

Thee proof is finished. D 

Onn applying Theorem 3.2 it is seen that P{M > n) < P(M* > n) for service 

timess with a log-convex discrete density. So we find 

Theoremm 3.9 Let M be the. maximum queue length in the busy period in the. discrete 

timetime M/G/l FB queue. If the service-time distribution has a log-convex discrete 

density,density, then the exceedance probabilities rn := P(M > n) satisfy 

r // l - A \B-U 

Theoremm 3.10 Let M denote the maximum queue length in the busy period in the 

discretediscrete time M/G/l FB queue, with workload p = \EB < 1. If the service tim.es 

havehave a log-convex discrete density, then rn = P(M > n) satisfies 

(\E(B-(\E(B- 1 ) \" 
' n << ( [_x )  " = 0 . 1 (3.14) 

http://tim.es
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InIn fact, r0 — I. n — 1 — EXB 1 and 

r . g f . - , ^ - 1 ' .. » > 1. (3.15) 

Prooff  Using the inequality log(l + x) < x for x > — 1. we have for each n > 0 

// 1 — A \ ™ / , / Az \ \ / nXx \ H nAx 

Theoremm 3.9 then yields 

^ ii  irf i ( ^ - 1 ) ^ A r n E ( P - l) 

Thiss is inequality (3.15). Since ro = 1, inequality (3.15) implies inequality (3.14) by 

induction.. The probability r1 may be computed exactly. The first interarrival time 

A\A\ is geometrically distributed and 

nn = P{M > 2) = P{Bi > Ax) = 1 - P(Ai > Si) 
occ oc 

== l - ^ P ( Z ?i =Jfc,Ai >k) = l-1^Xk-1P(B1 =k) = l-E\B~l. 
k=\k=\ fc=i 

Thiss proves the theorem. G 

3.77 Extreme value behaviour 

Inn the remaining part of the chapter we apply some results from extreme value 

theoryy to the distribution of the maximum queue length M in a busy period. We 

obtainn bounds for the maximum queue length M(t) over the interval (0, t) as t —> oc. 

Lett F be a (continuously distributed) random variable satisfying P(Y > x) ~ ce~lx 

forr some c, 7 > 0 as x — oc and let Y\, Y2j.. - be i.i.d. copies of Y. Standard extreme 

valuee theory, see e.g. Asmussen [3]. yields that the maximum Yn — maxI = i „ n Yt sat-

isfies s 

P ( Fnn < - ( x + logrc + logc)) -  A(x), n ^ o c, (3.16) 
7 7 

wheree A(.r) = exp( — exp(—x)) is the Gumbel or doubly exponential distribution. For 

discretee distributions convergence as in (3.16) does not hold. However, by Ander-

sonn [2] the following analogue holds. If l i m , ^ ^ P(Y > n)/P(Y > n + 1) = exp(7) 

forr some 7 > 0. then there exists a sequence of real numbers (bn)n such that 

exp( -e-7 ( x- 1 } )) < liminf P(Yn < x + bn) 
nn —*  oc 

<< l imsupP{Fn <x + bn)<  exp(-e_ 7 a r) . (3.17) 
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Inn fact, if P(Y > n) ~ rexp( — yn). then the constants bn may be chosen as 

bbnn = (log n + log c)/-;.. 

Lett Mk for k = 1.2.... be the maximum queue length in the kth busy cycle in 

thee initially empty M/G/ l FB queue and load p < 1. Assume the service-time dis-

tributionn has a log-convex density. We now exploit the upper bound of Theorem 3.4 

too find an upper bound for the tail of Mn ~ nmxi = i . n AIj. Let Xi.X?.... be a 

sequencee of i.i.d. integer valued random variables satisfying 

P(XP(Xll >n) = / V 1 - n eK (3.18) 

wheree J = 1 - EvKp(-XB). Let Xn = inax^i..,, X,. By Theorem 3.4. we have that 

P{MP{Mkk > n) < P(Xk > n) for all k.a G N. Hence Mk <st Xk and I7„  <st ~Xn. 

Applyingg (3.17) yields 

l imsupP(i l /„„  > .r + b„)  < linisupP(A'„  > x + bn) 

==  1 - lim inf P(~Xn < x + bn) 
nn——>-yz >-yz 

<<  1 - e x p ( - c - ~( x - ] ) ) . (3.19) 

wheree ^ = — log/? and bn = ^-(logn + log (#//?)) = ^(logr> + log ;1) + 1. Hence 

l imsupP(I7nn > ~{y + log// + log J) + 2) < 1 - exp(-e~w) = 1 - A(y). 
nn —» DO " / 

Theoremm III.7.2 in Cohen [14] gives the extreme value behaviour for AIn in the 

M / G / ll  FIFO queue. However, this theorem is only valid for service-time distri-

butionss for which an exponential moment exists, i.e. EzD < oc for some z > 1. 

Itt would be interesting to compare formula (3.19) with Theorem III.7.2 in [14] for 

servicee times with a gamma distribution with density f(x) = (\rxr~]e~nj' /T(r) for 

somee 0 < r < 1 and o > 0. since these densities are log-convex and have an expo-

nentiall  moment. Unfortunately, Cohen's theorem is stated in terms of solutions of 

thee equation Ee~'lB + ij/X — 1. which seem to be hard to find. 

3.88 The maximum queue length over an interval 

Inn this section we derive an upper bound for the tail of the maximum queue length 

overr the time interval [O.t]  as t —> x . as stated by the following theorem. 

Theoremm 3.11 Let AI(t) be the maximal queue length over the time interval [O.t] 

ofof an M/G/l FB queue with arrival intensity A. i.i.d. service times B1.B2.... with a 
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log-convexlog-convex density, and an arbitrary initial distribution. Assume that p = XEB\ < 1. 

ThenThen for any x > 0 the equation 

P(M(t)P(M(t) >a\ogt + b + x)<px. (3.20) 

holdsholds fort large enough, where a = —l/(logp), b= -(log A + log(l - p))/(logp) + 1. 

Lett X(t) be a regenerative process as defined in Section 3.4. Let the expected cycle 

lengthh be finite and let Xk be the maximum of the process X(t) in the kth cycle for 

kk — 1, 2 Define X(t) = max0<s<( X(s). The law of large numbers suggests that 

thee maximum X(t) should be asymptotically equal to the maximum of the first f/fi 

cyclee maxima. 

Thiss is indeed the case. Anderson [2] gives two-sided bounds for the distribution tails 

off  X(t) for discrete valued processes. If P{Xi > n) ~ cexp(—771) for some 0 < 7 < 1 

andd c > 0, then the upper bound 

limsupP(X(*)) > x + i ( l o g - + logc)) < 1 - A(7(^ - 1)) (3.21) 

holds,, where A(x) — exp(— exp(—x)) is again the Gumbel distribution function. 

Wee now return to our M/G/l FB queue with arrival rate A. i.i.d. service times 

withh log-convex density ƒ, generic service time B and workload p < 1. The initial 

statee is arbitrary. The queue length is a regenerative process. The cycle length is 

thee sum of an idle and a busy period. Hence the expected cycle length p is given 

byy p — A - 1 + EB/(l - p) = A_1(l - p)~l. Let M  ̂ be the maximal queue length in 

thee kth busy period for k = 1. 2 Let Q(t) denote the queue length at time t > 0 

andd let M(t) = maxo<s<t Q(s) be the maximum queue length in the time interval 

[O.t] . . 

Prooff  of Theorem 3.11 The exceedance probabilities P(M > n) are not known, 

butt we have an upper bound P(M > n) < pn~l(l - Eexp(-XB)). For the one 

sidedd asymptotic bound in (3.21) this suffices. Set c = (1 - Eexp(—XB))/p and 

77 = - log p. Then P{M > n) < ce_ 7n and hence (3.21) yields 

iimsupP(A/(f)) > x + 7_1(logcf - log//)) < 
(—>oc c 

<< l imsupP(X(t) > ar + 7- 1( l ogc£- log//)) 
t—t—+CXD +CXD 

<< 1 -exp ( - c( i ' - 1 ) l ü g p) - l-exp{-pJ-1) < px~l. (3.22) 

sincee exp(—x) > 1 - x. Hence for t large enough 

PP((M(t)M(t) > x + l _ p i + - l ° g A - l o g ( l - p ) - l o g cx < pX ( 3 2 3) 

VV logp logp / 
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holds.. Statement (3.20) follows from - log r/log/? < 0. D 


